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Abstract—Literature on association mining, the data mining methodology that
investigates associations between items, has primarily focused on efficiently mining
larger databases. The motivation for association mining is to use the rules obtained
from historical data to influence future transactions. However, associations in
transactional processes change significantly over time, implying that rules extracted
for a given time interval may not be applicable for a later time interval. Hence, an
analysis framework is necessary to identify how associations change over time. This
paper presents such a framework, reports the implementation of the framework as a
tool, and demonstrates the applicability of and the necessity for the framework
through a case study in the domain of finance.
Keywords- association mining over multiple databases; association mining; data
mining; association mining visualization; graph visualization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Association mining is a popular framework within data mining, and investigates the association
relationships between the items in transactions and attributes in data. Association mining produces
interpretable and actionable results, in the form of itemsets or rules, with computed values of
interestingness metrics, such as support and confidence. The methodology is used increasingly
among practitioners and business analysts [1].
From a practical point of view, the methodology and application literatures have two important
gaps that need to be filled: Firstly, interpretation of association mining results that facilitate policy
making, Secondly, the automatic execution of association mining for multiple subsets of the same
database, such as transactions in multiple time periods, and comparative analysis of the results for
these multiple databases.
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Figure 1.

The proposed framework for multiple association analysis.
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The simultaneous need for the two mentioned issues was first observed in a consulting project
of the first author in 2005, in analyzing automotive spare parts sales. Under the author's
supervision, one of the largest importers of automobiles in the country implemented an expert
system for the cross-selling of spare parts for pickup vehicles. The rules of the expert system were
based on association rules derived from a long, tedious and overwhelmingly manual association
mining process. The author and his research team observed great changes in association patterns,
even for transactions spaced two months apart.
In this paper, three main contributions are made, covering both methodology and application:
1) A framework is developed to carry out association mining over multiple databases and merge
the results in a structured way, enabling posterior analysis. The process through which data from
multiple association mining sessions can be combined and the supporting database schema is
described throughout the paper.
2) As a practical contribution, and research and analysis facilitator, the AssocMiner software has
been developed as an implementation of the framework.
3) The applicability and usefulness of the framework is demonstrated through a case study,
where association mining results for financial data is visually analyzed. It is shown that significant
differences exist between the association graphs of multiple databases that are temporally
separated.
The framework presented in this paper accomodates a multitude of types of association mining
analysis, including frequent itemsets, closed itemsets, maximal itemsets, association hyperedges
and association rules. In the case study of the paper, frequent itemsets, based on singledimensional, single-level boolean association rules [2] are analyzed and discussed.

II.

LITERATURE

The basic aspect of data mining is finding associations between the entities that provide
meaningful relationships. However, one should remember that the essential goal is not only finding
associations, but to come up with associations that reveal the hidden information inherent in the
database. However, most of the transactional databases -and the patterns that they contain- evolve
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through time, which makes it impossible and also unreliable to comprehend with a single
evaluation. Therefore it is necessary to perform the analysis through a temporally adaptive
framework, allowing the user to select the time intervals for which the data should be evaluated.
Reference [3] proposes a user-centric rule filtering method, that allows identifying association rules
that exhibit a certain user-specified temporal behavior with respect to rule evaluation measures.
The approach in [3] is built on the requirement that temporally ordered sets of association rules are
available.
A large set of rules can be generated using association rule mining. But the real task is to identify
those rules that generate the most interesting insights for the user. With that purpose, [4] defines a
new optimized rule mining problem that allows a partial order in place of the typical total order on
rules. By solving this optimized rule mining problem with respect to a particular partial order,
most-interesting rules can be identified, based on several interestingness metrics. Reference [5]
suggests the use of rule templates to describe the structure of interesting rules.
In addition to data-driven interestingness measures, there also exist the claim by many
researchers that the most interesting rules can only be found with the help of user integration and
user knowledge in the search process. With that in mind, [6] integrates the user and the user
knowledge in the filtering and pruning tasks, by representing user knowledge using ontologies.
Reference [7] proposes an approach to assist the user in finding interesting rules from a set of
discovered association rules. In a later work, [8] suggests that a rule is only interesting in the
context of other rules, and the main problem is that most of the existing methods treat rules
individually. As a solution, [8] proposes that a major part of rule exploration can be handled as an
On-line Analytical Processing problem.
While the detection and selection of the hidden information inside a database are two essential
goals for association rule mining, most of the time it is the delivery method that provides an
understandable platform to users. To this end, visualization plays an important role in association
mining. Reference [9] proposes a novel approach where the user is enabled to drive his/her
navigation through the voluminous rule set by trial and error via the successive limited subsets s/he
focuses on. Visualization helps the user in comprehending the bulk of rules and finding the ones
that are most relevant for decision-making. An important aspect of successful visualization in data
mining is the simultaneous achievement of both the global view and the details of the database. For
that purpose, different approaches are developed which enable the display of large databases with
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large sets of association rules [10], [11]. There exists an extensive literature for the visualization of
association rules [12] [13] [14]. Reference [15] claims that data and rule visualizations should be
integrated, facilitating an improved understanding of rules. Reference [16] develops a frequent
itemset visualizer to display mined frequent items. The visualization of data mining results is
important in many different domains, including the visualization of web information. A
visualization tool to visualize web graphs is proposed in [17]. With the web graph algebra proposed
in their work, web graphs and their layers can be combined and manipulated to discover new
patterns. An extensive survey of the state of art application of visualization techniques in terms of
visualization of derived rules, visualization of rules, and visual interactive rule derivation can be
found in [18].

III.

THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The framework that is proposed for multiple association mining analysis is presented in Figure 1,
and is described in this section.
A. Analysis Process

The analysis process in our proposed framework is given in Figure 1. The analysis begins with
the selection of the scope of the analysis, where the analyst can select either single analysis, or
automated multiple analysis. For analysis over multiple databases, periodicity is selected. The time
interval for which the analysis will be performed, together with the type of analysis are selected
next. Once the parameters, reporting options and masking option are selected, the computations
are initiated. For each time interval, a subset database is constructed, and computations are
performed. The results are saved in separate files following the database structure in Tables 1-3,
and association graphs are generated for each of the subset databases. The results for the multiple
analyses are then combined in a single database for integrated analysis of changes in associations.
B. Database Schema

The database schema for the inputs and outputs for the presented framework are given in Tables
1, 2, and 3.
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Table 1 shows the table structure for the input transactions database. The first field in the
transactions database is Date. If the software is to be run for a single analysis, and there is no date
information available, the modeler can simply create a fictitious date and fill the first column with
that value.

TABLE I.

TABLE STRUCTURE FOR INPUT TRANSACTIONS DATA
Date
TransactionID
ItemID

TABLE II.

TABLE STRUCTURE FOR MAXIMAL ITEMSETS, CLOSED ITEMSETS, FREQUENT
ITEMSETS, AND ASSOCIATION HYPEREDGES
Start_Datea
AssocID
Abs_Supportb
Support
Confidencec
Item1
…
ItemM

a. Only for the combined association rule database in the case of multiple databases.
b. Optional.
c.

Only for association hyperedges.
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Table 2 shows the table structure for the outputs of maximal itemset, closed itemsets, frequent
itemsets and association hyperedges analyses. These analyses generate itemsets in the form of {A,
B}, rather than rules of the form A =>B. So there is no consequent in these types of analyses, only
itemsets. In case of association mining over multiple databases, the first field, Start_Date, denotes
the time interval that the itemset belongs. The third field, Abs_Support, shows absolute support
(support count, the number of transactions that contain the itemset), and is optional. The fifth
field, Confidence, is applicable only if the analysis type is association hyperedges.

TABLE III.

TABLE STRUCTURE FOR ASSOCIATION RULES
Start_Datea
AssocID
Abs_Supportb
Support
Confidence
Conseq
Antec1
…
AntecM

a. Only for the combined association rule database in the case of multiple databases.
b. Optional.

Table 3 shows the table structure for the output of association rule analysis. Unlike the other
analyses, association rule analysis results in rules of the form A=>B, where A is the set of items in
the antecedent, and B is the set of items in the consequent. The association rules in this study were
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restricted to those with a single item in the consequent, and this item is given under the column
Conseq, before all the antecedents (Antec1, …, AntecM).
The primary key in Table 1 is a composite key (a key that consists of two or more attributes),
consisting of all the three attributes. The primary key in Tables 2 and 3 depend on the analysis
scope. Of the analysis performed over multiple databases, the primary key is a composite key that
consists of Start_Date and AssocID. Alternatively, for single analysis, the primary key is AssocID.
C. Graph Visualizations

The generation and analysis of association graphs is an integral part of the framework. The
visualization scheme selected for the framework is the scheme introduced by [1], that visualizes the
results of the association mining as a directed graph. In the visualizations, the items, the itemsets,
and the association rules are all represented as nodes. Edges represent the links between the items
and the itemsets or associations.
In visualizing frequent itemsets, the nodes that represent the items are shown with a thin line,
whereas the nodes that represent the itemsets have thicker lines, with the thickness increasing with
the cardinality of the itemsets. The sizes (the areas) of the nodes show the support levels. The
directed edges symbolize which items constitute a given frequent itemset. The main idea in the
adopted framework is to exploit already existing graph drawing algorithms [19] and the software in
the information visualization literature [20] for visualization of association mining results which
are generated by existing algorithms (and software) in the data mining literature [2].

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FRAMEWORK: ASSOCMINER

The described framework has been implemented as a software system, called AssocMiner, and
has been tested with multiple transactions databases. While the technology-related aspects of the
software are explained in the Appendix, the analysis process in AssocMiner is explained here.
A. Selecting the Analysis Scope and Periodicity

AssocMiner begins with a selection of the scope of the analysis, where the analyst can select
either single analysis, or automated multiple analysis (Figure 2). In single analysis, only a single
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run of association mining computations is carried out, and the complete database can be mined. In
multiple analysis, subsets of the transactions database are subsequently mined in an automated
fashion, without manual intervention during the computations.

Figure 2.

Selecting analysis scope.
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Figure 3.

Selecting periodicity.

The multiple databases (subsets) of the original full transactions database are constructed based
on time intervals. The time interval for each subset of transactions is a multiple of days, weeks,
months, or years. The periodicity is how many periods of the selected time unit will be included in
each subset. For example, if an analyst is interested in the analysis of quarterly changes in the
associations, s/he should select months in the main window, and then specify 3 in the text box as
the number of months in each time period (Figure 3).
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Filtering the time frame and selecting the association mining analysis.

Figure 4.

Selecting the parameters, output format, and masking options.
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B. Filtering the Time Frame and Selecting the Association Mining Analysis

Once the scope of analysis is selected, then the next step is initiated (Figure 4), where the user
selects the transactions database file (a MS Excel xlsx spreadsheet file), filters the time interval that
s/he is interested in, selects the type of association mining to be conducted, and specifies whether
s/he would like to obtain the graph visualization file. Graph visualization is generated as a graphml
file, which can subsequently be processed in yEd graph visualization software1. Graph visualization
is currently implemented only for analyses that generate itemsets (all analyses except association
rule analysis).
C. Selecting the Parameters, Output Format, and Masking Options

Once the type of association mining is selected, the analyst enters the parameters for the Apriori
algorithm. Minimal/maximal support, minimum/maximum number of items are specified for all
types of association mining (Figure 5). Minimal confidence is selected only for association rules and
association hyperedges. At this point, the analyst can also specify whether s/he wants to have the
itemsets/rules sorted with respect to their frequencies (absolute support values), have the absolute
support printed, and minimize memory usage. One critical feature of AssocMiner is that it can
generate masked outputs, hiding the original item and order labels when generating the association
mining results. In the case of masking, the analyst can share the anonymous results with others,
distributing the visual data mining process to a team of analysts. Look-up files list the original item
and order labels corresponding to each of the masked item and order labels.
D. Running the Analysis and Obtaining the Results

AssocMiner conducts the association mining by running the Apriori algorithm (Figure 6), and
generates the results in the form of MS Excel xlsx and yEd graphml file(s) (Figures 8-10). Each
set/rule is printed on a row, and the items in each set/rule are sorted lexicographically. Each
set/rule is labeled with a unique label that is constructed through concatenating the strings of the
item names.

1

http://www.yworks.com
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Figure 5.

Running of the multiple association mining analysis.
V.

CASE STUDY

The applicability of and the necessity for the framework is demonstrated through a case study in
this section. The main result of the case study is that associations change significantly over even
brief time periods.
A. The Data

Finance is a popular domain where multi-variate temporal data is abundantly available and is
extensively analyzed. To this end, data was collected on the exchange rates for Dollar, Euro, and
Gold. Then the original time-stamped numerical database was transformed into a time-stamped
Market Basket Analysis (MBA) database, where each day is considered as a distinct transaction.
The market basket for each day can include 12 types of items: The discretized daily change in prices
of each of the three commodities for today, yesterday, the day before, and three days ago.
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For example, TransactionID=40180 for the day Jan 2, 2010 consists of the following items:

{DollarDecr03Today,

DollarDecr05DayAgo1,

DollarDecr03DayAgo2,

DollarDecr06DayAgo3,

EuroDecr01Today,

EuroDecr03DayAgo1,

EuroDecr07DayAgo2,

EuroDecr07DayAgo3,

GoldDecr01Today,

GoldDecr03DayAgo1,

GoldDecr05DayAgo2,

GoldDecr07DayAgo3}

This means that the purchase price of dollar decreased [0.3, 0.4) percent on January 2, compared
to January 1, the price of dollar had decreased [0.5, 0.6) percent on January 1, compared to
December 31, 2009, etc.
The obtained transaction database consists of 3252 transactions rows, corresponding to the 271
days from Jan 1 to September 28 in 2010. This data was then divided into three databases, covering
three time intervals of 3 months each (hereon referred to as intervals 1, 2, and 3).

Figure 6.

Change in frequent itemset support values..
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B. Results

For visually understanding the change in the frequent itemsets, a treemap visualization [21] is
created (Figure 7). In this visualization, the frequent itemsets (those with at least 10% support) are
shown with labeled grey containers, the support values of frequent itemsets in each time interval
are reflected in the sizes of colored rectangles, and the time interval is shown with color (increasing
darkness as for higher time interval values). If the support values for itemsets were the same over
the intervals, than one would observe three equally sized colored rectangles in each container.
However, this is not the case for most of the containers (itemsets). This visualization shows that
frequent itemsets change significantly over time, even in intervals of 3 months length.
Numerical values for the number of frequent itemsets in each interval give further insights: Total
of 177 itemsets that have support values greater than 10% in any of the three intervals. 15 of them
have appeared (had support of at least 10%) in all three intervals, 33 of the rules have appeared in
only two intervals, and 129 of the rules have appeared in only one interval.
Statistical analysis (Friedman’s nonparametric test [22] for differences in means) suggests that
there is statistically significant difference between the support values of the 177 itemsets in the
three intervals. It is striking that only 8 percent of associations (15/177=0.0847) are observed in all
the three intervals. This brings out the deeper and extremely important question of how applicable
association mining really is, which rises as a result of the case study.
Figures 8, 9, 10 show the association graph for the three time intervals for which association
mining is carried out. Even a quick visual observation clearly shows that the three graphs are
structurally different: The association graph for interval 1 (Figure 8) has many itemset (lined up at
the bottom of the figure) that are not associated with other nodes, whereas almost all the remaining
ones are tightly linked. For interval 2 (Figure 9), the number of associations is less, and the
intensity of the links is weaker. For interval 3 (Figure 10), the clustering pattern is similar to that of
interval 1, but the number of independent itemsets (at the bottom) is much fewer.
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Figure 7.

Association graph for time interval 1.
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Figure 8.

Association graph for time interval 2.
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Figure 9.

VI.

Association graph for time interval 3.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis results in the case study prove that significant changes can occur in association
patterns in successive time intervals. Hence the multiple temporally successive databases that
represent the transactions have to be mined systematically through a convenient methodology. This
temporal change in associations was the major motivation of our study, and was first observed by
the first author in a consulting project in 2005, in analyzing automotive spare parts sales. The
development of the presented framework -and the AssocMiner software that implements the
framework- enabled the observation of the same observation for the financial database of the case
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study. As a future research, similar studies can be conducted in other domains where temporal
changes in transactional patterns are of interest, and observe whether the same phenomena exists
in those domains.
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APPENDIX: TECHNOLOGY SELECTION AND TOOLS USED
The MS Windows2 operating system (OS) was selected for the AssocMiner implementation,
since this OS is the de facto standard in the global business community.
Visual Basic (VB) 3 has been selected as the programming language, since it is the default
programming language for MS Excel4. MS Excel is the leading commercial spreadsheet software
throughout the world, and is extremely popular in business applications for data analysis purposes.
Once VB was selected, MS Visual Studio.NET5 was the natural selection as the IDE (integrated
development environment).
Christian Borgelt’s Apriori program 6 , which is coded in the C language, was used as the
association mining engine in the project. AssocMiner externally calls Borgelt’s executable
command-line Apriori program, and then parses the text results into MS Excel xlsx files and yEd
graphml files. This program was selected because it has been coded efficiently and runs very fast
even for large input databases. The source code for this program has been used earlier as the

2

http://www.microsoft.com/WINDOWS/
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vbasic/default
4
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/excel/
5
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio/default
6
http://www.borgelt.net/apriori.html
3
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association mining computational engine in commercial SPSS Clementine software (now IBM SPSS
Modeler7), further motivating its selection.
The associations are represented as graphs (except association rules), and a yEd graphml file is
generated if the analyst asks for an association graph. The graphml file format is based on XML8,
the standard markup language for flexible specification and exchange of data in the internet-age.
The resulting graphml files are opened in the yEd software9 , a very advanced graph drawing
software, which has an intuitive user interface.
In the case study section, Treemap visualization of Figure 7 was created using Visokio
Omniscope10 software. Statistical testing of the difference between support values was conducted in
SPSS 11 statistical software, using nonparametric Friedman's test [22]. Graph visualizations in
Figures 8-10 were created using yEd software.
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